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Abstract Hydroxyapatite (HA), which is an important calcium phosphate mineral, has been applied in orthopedics, dentistry,

and many other fields depending upon its morphology. HA can be synthesized with different morphologies through controlling

the synthesis method and several parameters. Here, we synthesize various morphologies of HA using two simple methods:

hydrothermal combustion and solution combustion. The phase purity of the synthesized HA is confirmed using X-ray

diffractometry. It demonstrates that pure phased hydroxyapatite can be synthesized using both methods. The morphology of the

synthesized powder is examined using scanning electron microscopy. The effects of pH and temperature on the final powder

are also investigated. At 140 oC, using the hydrothermal method, nano-micro HA rods with a hexagonal crystal structure can

be synthesized, whereas using solution combustion method at 600 oC, a dense cubic morphology can be synthesized, which

exhibits monoclinic crystal structures.
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1. Introduction

Hydroxyapatite (HA, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2), is attracting much
attention because of its high bioactivity and particular
adsorbability for various ions and organic molecules as a
typical biomaterial for artificial bones, bone defect filler,
scaffolds for tissue engineering, drug delivery, photo-
catalyst, and protein column chromatography for nucleic
acids and amino acids.1-3) Being a natural component of
bone and tooth enamel, it has an excellent capacity to
carry growth factors which aids in the adsorption and
proliferation of osteogenic cell populations.4) Its structural
and chemical similarity with bone makes it a good
candidate as bone replacement material.5) However, its
use as a load bearing bone replacement material is
limited due to its lower compressive strength.6) It has
been reported that mechanical properties and bioactivity

of HA depend on its morphology.7) Hence, by controlling
morphology of HA we could contribute in improving the
desired properties.8) Morphologies of HA crystals play a
critical role in many applications. Reinforcing agents like
whiskers or fibers are recommended to achieve self-
hardening of bone cement.9) Spherical particles with higher
number of surface delocalized electrons provides better
osteoblast adhesion property.10) Plate like HA can be used
as adsorbent in protein chromatography.11) Each mor-
phology of HA has application in different fields making
the synthesis of various morphology very important. HA
is typically synthesized by wet chemical processes like
sol-gel, hydrolysis, precipitation, hydrothermal, microwave
synthesis, etc..12-16) By precise monitoring of parameters
like composition, Ca:P ratio, pH and temperature we can
control the final phase, morphology, crystal size of the
synthesized powder.
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HA has a natural hexagonal crystal shape elongated in
the c axis due to symmetry of the unit cell.17) However a
wide variety of morphologies of HA like whiskers,
spherical particles, nano rods, thin plates, needles, flower-
like spheres, dense structures, etc. were synthesized by
various synthesis routes and controlling synthesis para-
meters like precursor concentration, pH, and temperature.18-24)

Generally, 1D forms such as rods, needles and fibers are
produced by hydrothermal method, whereas various 2D
structures are obtained by controlling parameters involved
in synthesis routes.25)

Application of HA in various fields has obligated re-
search to find cheaper and convenient ways to synthesize
various morphologies of HA. In an effort to cut cost,
various biowaste materials like egg shells, bovine bone,
corals, shell fish, etc. are used.26-28) These biowaste materials
are a rich source of calcium. Clam shell is made of pure
calcium carbonate. Utilizing biowaste clam shell as the
calcium source could help to reduce the cost of synthesis
of HA. Earlier, Vecchio et al. and Zhang et al. were able
to synthesize dense structure of HA using clam shell as
calcium source.29,30)

In the present work, we demonstrate synthesis of
various morphologies of HA using hydrothermal and
thermal method. Morphologies like micro rods, dense
cubic structures and elliptical structures are obtained by
carefully controlling the pH and temperature. Being
cheap methods, these morphologies could be explored for
various applications where large-scale production is needed.

2. Experimental Procedure

Tri ethyl phosphate and ammonia were purchased from
Junsei Chemicals, South Korea. Water was purified by a
Milli Q system and had an electrical resistance of 18.4

MΩ·cm. Biowaste clam shells (V. philippinarum) were
collected and cleaned thoroughly using distilled water.
These clam shells were then dried in air at 80 oC for 4
hr. These dried clam shells were then ball milled for 10
hr to obtain fine powder. For the synthesis of HA
powders, firstly 0.5 g of clam shell powder was added to
50 mL DI water with constant stirring. 510 μL of tri
ethyl phosphate was then added to this solution. The ratio
of Ca:P was kept constant at 1.67. The pH of the solution
was maintained at 10 by the addition of ammonia water.
Next, this solution was hydrothermally treated at 140 oC
for various times or thermally treated at 600 oC for
various times. These two methods were used for the pro-
duction of HA because, hydrothermal method is widely
used for synthesis of HA and solution combustion
method is a very simple method which could be easily
scaled up for industrial scale production. Schematics of
the steps followed for synthesis of HA are given in Fig.
1. Morphology of the synthesized powder was deter-
mined using field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FE-SEM, Hitachi, Model No.: S-4800). The X-ray dif-
fraction (XRD) pattern of the synthesized powder was
checked with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) on a
SmartLab X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku).

3. Results and Discussion

Clam shell powder consists of pure calcium carbonate.
The XRD and SEM of clam shell powder are given in
Fig. 2. XRD analysis shows that the powder consist of
pure aragonite phase belonging to JCPDS File No. 00-
041-1475, which is Orthorhombic crystal structure (a =
4.9620 Å, b = 7.9680 Å, c = 5.7440 Å). SEM examination
of the clam shell powder shows that, after ball milling,
we were able to get fine powder of calcium carbonate.

Fig. 1. Schematics of procurement of calcium carbonate powder from clam shells (a), synthesis of HA by hydrothermal method (b),

synthesis of HA by solution combustion method (c).
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However, as can be observed the particle size of clam
shell powder is not uniform.

3.1 Synthesis of HA via hydrothermal method

Hydrothermal method was used for the synthesis of
micro-rods. The XRD of HA synthesized via hydrothermal
method at pH 10 is shown in Fig. 3(a). As can be seen,
pure phased HA were obtained by this method. The
peaks were in agreement with the published data and
belonged to JCPDS File No. 01-073-0293, which is
hydroxylapatite (Hexagonal, a = 9.4320 Å, b = 9.4320 Å,
c = 6.8810 Å).

Calcium carbonate is insoluble in water. Hence the fine
powder of clam shell provides the nucleation site for
growth of the rods. The high pressure inside the hydro-
thermal system helps in elongation of the rods in unilateral
direction.31,32) Due to non-uniform size of the shell powder
particles, the diameter of the micro-rods emerging from
the nucleation site is not uniform. As can be seen from
Fig. 3(b, c), we obtained non-uniform diameter micro-rods
of HA at 140 oC for 6 hr and 12 hr. We also checked the
effect of pH on the formation of HA rods. As can be

seen from Fig. 3(d, e), non-uniform HA rods are seen at
pH 7 and 12. However, the rods synthesized at pH 7
appear to consist of nano-rods along with the micro rods.
We believe, the higher concentration of OH− ions are
responsible for hindering the growth of the rods in lateral
direction, causing it to grow in axial direction. Hence, we
were able to obtain nano-rods at lower pH where OH−

are low.

3.2 Synthesis of HA via solution combustion method

A simple solution combustion method was employed for
the synthesis of dense particles. The pH was kept
constant at 10 during the synthesis by addition of ammonia
solution. The XRD of HA synthesized via thermal
method is shown in Fig. 4(a). As can be seen pure
phased HA were obtained by this method. The peaks
were in agreement with the published data and belonged
to JCPDS File No. 01-089-4405, which is synthetic
hydroxylapatite (Monoclinic, a = 9.4260 Å, b = 18.8567
Å, c = 6.8870 Å). Synthesis at higher temperature means
that greater crystallinity is observed. Hence we see sharp
peaks pertaining to HA in XRD results. The preferred

Fig. 2. XRD of clam shell powder showing pure aragonite phase (a), SEM of the clam shell powder (b). (50~100 nm)

Fig. 3. XRD of the HA powder synthesized via hydrothermal method at pH 10 for various times (a); SEM of HA synthesized at 140 oC for

6 hr at pH 10 (b), 140
o

C for 12 hr at pH 10 (c), 140
o

C for 12 hr at pH 7 (d), 140
o

C for 12 hr at pH 12 (e).
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choice of growth of HA, in this case, is the formation of
dense cubic structures which might be because of absence
of pressure during the synthesis process. In the absence
of pressure, the OH− ions do not align in the unilateral
direction thus allowing growth of HA in all directions.
There are other reports of the formation of dense particles
at higher temperatures in the absence of pressure.33) As
can be seen in Fig. 4(b, c), at time 3 hr and 4 hr cubic
and flake like morphology could be seen. However the
size or morphology of the synthesized HA dense particles
could not be controlled. The non-uniform size and
morphology of the precursor shell powder could be the
reason for such results.

We also checked the effect of pH on the final phase
and morphology of synthesized HA. Fig. 5(a) shows the
XRD analysis of HA synthesized at 600 oC at constant
pH of 7. Sharp crystalline peaks pertaining to HA are
observed. The peaks follow the pattern as observed in
JCPDS file no. 01-076-0694, which is synthetic hydroxyl-
apatite (monoclinic, a = 9.4210 Å, b = 18.8423 Å, c =
6.8810 Å). The HA particles synthesized via this method
showed good cubic morphology with sharp edges as
observed in Fig. 5(b and c). These cubic blocks of HA
could be explored for application in the fields such as
coating material, water purification, catalyst, etc.

4. Conclusion

We have successfully synthesized HA by using a simple
hydrothermal and solution combustion method. Changing
the synthesis method leads to formation of different

morphology and crystal structures of the final synthesized
powder.

By hydrothermal method we were able to synthesize
nano-micro rods of Hexagonal structure HA, while by
using solution combustion method we were able to get
dense structures of Monoclinic structure HA. The pre-
cursors used were biowaste clam shells, which makes the
method more cost efficient. However, we did not have
control over the size of HA because of non-solubility of
precursors in water solvent. These morphologies could be
explored for application in fields such as coating
material, water purification, catalyst, etc.
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